CBMI Sound System

Please exercise care and test out before the show
4/22/2016

Basic setup order is as follows (step-by-step details are further below):
•
•
•
•

•
•

Open up mixer, prop leg up, plug it in, get familiar with controls
Have musicians plug into interface box on stage and let you know which channel each uses.
Work with each musician and adjust their level till band is balanced.
If you like, have someone connect via Bluetooth. They can pause and play music when needed
using their own device.
Adjust level of each channel throughout the show. Use only Main Volume once levels are set.
To turn off, TURN OFF SPEAKERS FIRST before turning off Mixer otherwise makes a loud sound

Mixer Setup on Balcony
1. Unlock mixer, remove cable. (note: same key as stage closet)
2. Swing up part way and remove lid.
3. Pull out leg and rest on bottom rail.
4. Plus both cords from mixer into power strip- turn on.
5. Turn on Main speakers using remote- Locate white remote control (in lid), point to main
speakers and press on button for #1 several times then #2 several times. (note: If the mains
6.
7.
8.
9.

fail to turn on, you can get a ladder on stage to reach the AC outlets by each speaker and bypass the
remotes)

Test speakers by turning up main volume and hear white noise.
Lift up small black Bluetooth cube so it can receive signal if needed.
See attachment for information about the mixer.
MUTE each channel (white mute buttons atop each channel level) before musicians start
plugging in.

Stage Setup
1. Unlock Closet (note: same key as lock on mixer)
2. Fetch microphones, stands, monitor speakers and cables from closet.
3. Set monitor speakers on either side of stage and plug into AC outlets.
4. Connect one monitor speaker into MON jack in black interface box using a speaker
cable.
5. Daisy chain the other monitor speaker to the first speaker you just plugged in to the
box.
6. WITH MIXER CHANNELS ON MUTE (use white mute button atop each channel level).
Have musicians plug instruments or mics into channels 1 thru 5 of black interface box.
7. Musicians must tell the person at the mixer which instrument is in which channel.
8. After musicians have plugged in, Un-Mute their channels then set levels for each.
Bluetooth or Piping in Music Player
1. The Bluetooth Receiver is a small black box on upper left of Mixer.
2. It should be plugged into the “Tape In” jacks at top center of mixer. (see attachment)
3. You can unplug Bluetooth box to plug in another source if you need.
4. To link a device to Bluetooth, Press the center button of Bluetooth box and it will sound.
5. Have someone use their SmartPhone connect to the Logitech BT device and test. They
should have their own phone volume at about half way so they can adjust up and down
as needed.
6. BT output level is adjusted using the “Tape Level” knob just above Main Volume on
lower right of Mixer (see attachment).
The person with SmartPhone can pause music as needed when band begins to play.
They can mute mic (using mic switch) then unpause Smarphone music and visa-versa, as
needed.

Adjusting Sound
1. See attachment for diagram of mixer with essential controls marked
2. With Main Volume and Monitor volume about ¼ up or less, unmute each channel and
have musicians test their sound
3. Adjust the channel level for each musician until satisfied
4. Adjust equalizer so bass is lower than treble is up as needed for clarity.
5. You may wish to adjust balance of some channels more left and some more right which
will helps clarify the sound in the Hall and add depth. Use the separate balance knobs on
each channel.
6. Adjust the Monitor Volume with feedback from musicians
7. Now you are ready to turn up the Main volume and test sound. Adjust each channel
throughout the show as needed. Once set just right, try and use only Main Volume.
Remember that you can use the MUTE BUTTONS for each individual channel or turn up and
down the Main Volume. Best not to touch channel levels once you got them just right.

Mackie ProFX8v2 8-Channel Professional FX Mixer with USB

With Main Volume low (about ¼ up or less), work with each musician to set their level
until band sounds good and balanced.
You may wish to balance some channels more toward left speaker or right speaker which helps
clarify the overall sound. Do this with the balance knob for each channel.
Don’t pipe completely to left or right though.
Set equalizer so bass is reduced and treble is increased slightly
Turn off speakers first (using remote) before turning off mixer
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